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Introduction
See letter for specific comments.  
Two overall recommendation

1. Revise the land-use map to show alternative preferable uses for each parcel 
and include the criteria used for the preferential selections.  

2. Immediately proceed with ongoing master planning to correct the many 
deficiencies, and address the challenges.  

Remarks focused on what is emphasized in the draft master plan, and what is 
omitted or ambiguously addressed.  

There are stronger messages in the draft plan than are specifically stated in the 
draft plan

The people who wrote the plan include what they want others to understand.  
People and/or groups tend to focus on what is important to them and to avoid 
issues that are not supportive of their points of view.  
Hidden agendas abound in any group process.
“What is important” and “What is avoided” provides insights into the hidden 
agendas.  

Definition of Master Plan and Glossary
A separate section is needed.  
Draft plan states, “A master plan provides the foundation and vision for a zoning 
ordinance, and this master plan will help guide future updates of the Otsego 
County Zoning Ordinance as the community takes steps to implement their 
comprehensive plan.”

• more like a purpose and use rather than a definition
• how the zoning ordinance is created is a separate process
• key word is “guide”
• Definition should just state what it is.  

The definition emphasizing future zoning misdirects the planning focus from 
open-minded planning to “How can I get the future zoning I want?”.

• The phrase, “provides the foundation and vision for a zoning ordinance”, 
creates political pressures.

• The phrase, “guide future updates of the Otsego County Zoning 
Ordinance”, brings in those same political pressures.  

• Hell knows no fury like a vested interest masquerading as a moral principle.  
A review of definitions used in county plans posted on the internet suggests that a 
Master Plan is a document that guides, states preferences, leads, influences, shapes 
and enables preferred development and establishes its limits, but does not 
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command, control or direct.  A corollary is that a Master Plan cannot be all things 
to all people — cannot just be a free expression.  

There are many different draft plans that could be written for Otsego County with 
this generalized definition.  

Many different draft plans for Otsego County would be consistent with this 
definition.  
What draft plan is desired?  How is it defined?  
To guide and shape, the plan must define preferences, which are not stated in the 
draft plan.  
There is no direction to obtain valid inputs from the residents to guide the 
development of the plan.  
Draft plan does not state direction, policy, purpose, preferences and criteria for its 
development.
Foreword only provides a history and generalized definition for master plan.  
No direction, policy, preferences and/or criteria are provided reflecting the “voice 
of the residents”  
What was stated on January 19?

• only have to meet the law
• must yield to what current land owners want

All of the P&Z members should have the same definitions of direction, policy, 
purpose, preferences and criteria for the draft master plan.  
Because such common understanding is not stated in draft plan, one must assume 
that it does not exist.  
Without a common understanding, the development of the draft master plan 
becomes a free for all — an apt description of what occurred.  

Instructions to Townships
Instructions to the townships are not stated in the draft plan.
One must conclude that no instructions were provided to the townships (guide, 
shape, preferences, not preferred, population projections, quantitative parameters 
to be used)
If chair called time  out at this meeting, and asked for P&Z board members to 
write the instructions, would there be broad agreement?
One must assume that instructions were not defined by townships, nor by each 
participant.  Criteria for recommendations from townships is unknown.  

No quantitative parameters
Historical facts are not integrated into numerical parameters to characterize 
scenarios.  
Like flying without instruments.  
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Not flying blind, but flying by the “seat of one’s pants”

The land-use map is unrealistic.  
Singular land use for each parcel is not consistent with the uncertainties in longer-
range development.
Could anyone have forecast in 1978 what the land use in the County would be in 
2008.  
There may be some level of agreement on the range of scenarios that could occur 
on the longer term.  
Analogous to a forecast of the path of a hurricane.  
The further out the broader the range of possibilities.  
Alternative preferential land uses should be shown for each parcel.
Such would clearly state the alternatives preference.  
What is not preferred would also be indirectly shown.  
Nothing is stated in the draft plan describing how the map detail was defined.  

• not part of any public meeting that I attended
• cannot be defined from the goals and objectives

- goals and objectives define activities, not desired future states
- goals and objectives are not actionable
- none have been assigned
- window dressing

• Land-use definitions give meaning to the terms and what is meant by what 
is depicted on the map

• Conclusion is that something other than what is stated in the draft master 
plan drove the singular definition of land use.  

No analysis and debate on setting the range of population trends for planning 
purposes.  

The discussion in the draft plan is backward looking and done by people not 
familiar with the “facts on the ground” in Otsego County.  
The local knowledge of significant changes occurring in Otsego County must be a 
major factor in population projections.  

• Manufacturing is ebbing.  The large loss is Georgia Pacific.  Other 
manufacturing has closed.  People would likely not be surprised if there 
were further plant closings.  Perhaps only the iron and steel scrap business 
has expanded.  

• Oil and gas has changed from exploration to production resulting in less 
employment.  

• The hospitality industry is level at best.  The interest in golf may be 
declining.  More golf courses are available in SE Michigan.  There should 
be good trend information on skiing as well.  Occupancy rates in motels 
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appears to be low.  
• Medical and other professional services appear to be increasing.  
• Gaylord is becoming (or has become) a hub for national retail stores.  The 

significant changes may already have occurred.  Some jobs are created, but 
others are lost as more stores compete for the limited retail sales dollars.  
One grocery store has going out of business.

• There are no traditional hardware stores with three closings in recent years.  
• There are many empty stores throughout the central Otsego area.  

Draft plan avoids the reality of how Otsego County can grow.  
School enrollment which is declining provides an indicator of the combined 
effects of the various factors.  
Build-out projections of population based on land-use map are far in excess of any 
realistic range in population growth.  

• 100% build-out numbers are 150,000 to 300,000 people.  
• 50% build-out numbers would by 75,000 to 150,000 people.  

How can such a land-use map guide, shape and create orderly development?  

Public Involvement and Input
Gaining valid inputs from the residents requires a valid survey, which was rejected 
by someone.  
Residents can describe their expectations for development.  For example, my 
wife’s answer to the question, “How would you like to see Otsego County 
develop?”

• orderly
• retain trees and north woods appearance and environment
• minimize sprawl, meaning minimize disjointed development
• retain northern Michigan recreational emphasis
• no taller buildings,  — three or more stories
• anticipate the demographics of the people who will be here in the future 

and plan for their needs.  
Satisfaction level regarding public involvement is low.  
P&Z board acknowledged minimal participation at its January 19 meeting.  
Many residents are interested in P&Z issues

• Turnouts on zoning changes often have high participation.  
Gaining participation is a leadership requirement.  
Draft master plan does not have a section devoted to describing the public 
comments and inputs.  

• Whatever resident inputs got lost.  How?  Why?  
• Message is clear:  comments, preferences and other inputs from residents 

are not important.  
So whose void is represented in the draft plan?  
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No assessment of current status
What has been done well?  What not so well?  What should be avoided?  What is 
preferred?

• The redevelopment on Main Street between Wisconsin and I–75 has greatly 
improved the appearance and utility.  

• The development along Old 27 south is a hodge podge, unattractive and has 
decreased the  value of the properties for further commercial development.  

• Water and sewer issues are generic and continuing and not helpful to 
businesses that may wish to consider Otsego County.  

• The Gaylord downtown area continues to deteriorate with properties 
decreasing in value.  

• There are many residential developments in Otsego County that are most 
vacant lots.  

• The ingress and egress along Old 27 south, M–32 between I–75 and Otsego 
Ave. and M–32 west lack order and framing of accesses to businesses.  
Even Ohio St. is difficult to identify, particularly in winter.  

• There have been two traffic fatalities along M–32 west in recent years.  
• The ingress and egress have been better in more recent retail developments.  
• The developments at Meijer’s and the greater Kohl’s complex are disjointed 

from other retail areas.  
• The disjointed location of Meijer’s and the greater Kohl’s complex is not 

consistent with integrated, contiguous development.  
• There are significant consequences to traffic flow and safety from these 

complexities in the traffic flow.  There have been two traffic fatalities in 
recent years along M–32 west.  

• There is no plan for addressing some of the traffic congestion, particularly 
along M–32 in the region from two traffic lights each way from I–75.  
These intersections have the highest frequencies of traffic accidents in the 
area.  According to the 2004 East-West Traffic Study Report, the new I–75 
crossing will have little effect on traffic congestion along M–32 near I–75.  

• Without a traffic and road plan, there is little opportunity to coordinate 
with MDOT on improvements.  Improvements in the areas of congestion 
along M–32 are not in the MDOT five-year plan.  To my knowledge, there 
is no plan from the Otsego County Road Commission.  

• The development plans by Bagley Township and City of Gaylord are 
obviously not coordinated. 

Summary of planning and planning process (based on what is in the draft plan 
and what is not in the draft plan

not well founded on facts
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little voice of the residents
not disciplined
free expression
free for all
ad hoc
seat of pants

Two overall recommendation
1. Revise the land-use map to show alternative preferable uses for each parcel and 

include the criteria used for the preferential selections.  
2. Immediately proceed with ongoing master planning to correct the many 

deficiencies, and address the challenges.  
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